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Abstract: This work describes the �rst steps into the attempt of simulating severalinteracting �nancial markets in a realistic manner. We use populations of diversearti�cial traders and investors, whose typologies are simpli�ed versions of thoseexisting in real markets. The agents can trade on several markets simultaneouslyand can establish an investment portfolio with several assets. Preliminary resultsof the simulations are encouraging. However, to increase the similarity with respectto actual �nancial markets some planned extensions have to be carried out. Thenumber of agents should be increased and a portion of the traders should be givenmore adaptive capabilities.Key words: Markets, Agents, SimulationReceived:Revised and accepted:1. IntroductionDistributed, decentralized, interacting assemblies of agents are commonplace in bi-ology and ecology. One may think for instance of ant or bees colonies, �sh schoolsor ocks of birds as well-known natural examples of the emergence of ordered, co-herent collective behaviour without any central control or authority. These andother systems are all complex, evolving and adaptive. No general theory of suchsystems is yet known; rather, their collective behaviour seems to result from thenon-linear aggregation of simple local rules followed by the agents. In other words,the agents have a limited horizon and limited prevision and computation capabil-ities but, in spite of these limitations, the system as a whole appears to behaveaccording to regular patterns.Arti�cial Life is a new discipline [1] that strives to use computers, robots, andother arti�cial means to the study of life-like phenomena. The approach is syntheticrather than analytic and it works mainly by putting together systems that behave,in some respects, like living organisms. Computer simulation of populations ofarti�cial entities is central to such an approach and has given insight into the�T. AnkenbrandInstitut d'Informatique, Universit�e de Lausanne, SwitzerlandyM. TomassiniInstitut d'Informatique, Universit�e de Lausanne and Laboratoire de Syst�emes Logiques, EPFL,Switzerland 1



PASE'97, November 9{12, 1997behaviour of complex systems that would have been di�cult to obtain with classicalapproaches such as di�erential equations dealing with aggregate quantities.Economic, �nancial and social systems share many features with the afore-mentioned natural ecologies and their arti�cial life counterparts. Many importanteconomic processes are complex in the sense that it is di�cult to decompose theminto separate parts that can be studied in isolation and aggregated to give the wholepicture. Furthermore, economic agents do not seem to possess in reality the perfectrationality and computation abilities that the classical economic theory attributesto them. Issues of beliefs and prediction about the future become important andthe individual beliefs and choices when aggregated shape the economic indicators,the market prices and ultimately the world that the agents must deal with. More-over, this world is dynamical, as a result of the constantly changing collection ofbeliefs and strategies of the agents in their strive to adapt to the system evolution.In the real world, contrary to common economic assunptions, there is also diversitybetween agents due to di�erent computing abilities and computing procedures anddi�erent time horizons and risk pro�les in the �nancial �eld. Computerized col-lection of diverse, adapting agents should then prove useful, especially in studyingthe dynamical aspects of economical systems which are often neglected in standardtheories. Some recent work has shown that the approach usefully complements theclassical ones and can o�er new insights of its own [2,3].Of course, there are limitations to the simulation approach. The �rst questionis: how simple can the agents be? Although very simple reactive automata havebeen employed for simulating economic scenarios, we feel that some of them area poor approximation to the complex decision-making processes that real agentsin real economies undergo. On the other hand, too complex agents are di�cult tocome by, are computationally expensive and unnecessarily complicated. We havechosen a middle ground in which agents possess a certain amount of computationaland forecasting abilities, are of diverse types and are able to learn and evolve tosome extent. Another criticism concerns the simulation itself. A simulation impliesthat a choice has to be made of what are the important components of the \world"to be simulated. There are no unique answers to that question and a simulation canalways be criticized on this ground. Likewise, it is di�cult to draw quantitativeconclusions from simulations: only trends, general behaviour and statistics areobtainable.Nevertheless, simulations can be valuable as they may also give a partial solu-tion to the hard problem of doing experiments with real socio-economic systemsunder controlled conditions [4]. It is di�cult to study the consequences of speci�cpolicies or rules of behaviour in an orderly way because these systems are dynam-ical and ever-changing. However, the computational appproach allows to do soeasily, repeatedly and without risk. This makes them useful as pedagogical devicesand also as a source of ideas for new methods of analysis.2. The Market Simulation EnvironmentIn this work, we are interested in the generic dynamical properties of �nancialmarkets. The arti�cial market is build around the behaviour of the real actors andthese actors are represented by computer agents which interact together according2



Ankenbrand T.: Agent based . . .to the rules of trading in the arti�cial market. The originality of the approachpresented here resides in its multi-market nature. Until now, market simulationshave been done in a single market context and with a single good traded (see forinstance [5]). While this can be helpful to simplify the simulation and to controlits parameters, real markets are strongly correlated, especially �nancial markets.Therefore, we strived to include inter-market e�ects in the simulation, albeit in avery simpli�ed form, by linking several markets and allowing trading on several ofthem. As well, we have tried to stay as close as possible to real markets by usinga plausible market typology and geographical distribution.The market environment contains eight markets. There are three stock marketsand three bond markets in three di�erent currencies and two foreign exchange mar-kets for the interconnection of the di�erent currencies regions. This is similar to thethree main actual �nancial regions: Asia represented by Japan, Europe representedby Germany and the United States of America. This allows to simulate also inter-national diversi�ed portfolios and enhances the variability of the agents, becausethe trading pro�le of an investor is di�erent from the trading pro�le of a specula-tor. Another advantage of the di�erent markets is the possibility of analysing therelations between di�erent regions and di�erent assets.Only one good is traded in each market. This is realistic and easily under-standable for the currencies exchange markets. The bond and stock markets aresimpli�ed because there is only one asset traded in each market, whereas in realitydi�erent stocks and bonds are traded in one single market. The bonds are assumedto have the same duration and the same coupon. The assumptions are simple butrealistic because they amount to a situation very similar to trading an index orto trading the derivative �nancial instrument of the future markets. The futuremarkets are today very important with high and increasing volumes in practice.The market environment seems to be realistic and allows to simulate inter mar-ket relations and to compare the simulation with time series of the real �nancialmarkets around the world.The trading process is iterated, and consists of the following steps:� Order placement of the agents.� Calculation of the price.� Accounting of the orders in the book of the agents.Firstly, every agent places his buy or sell orders in the order book of the desiredmarket. The order book contains all orders of a speci�c asset. The agents can onlyuse market orders, which means that the order is executed at the best possible pricethat can be obtained at the time. The next step is the calculation of the price forevery asset. The price of the asset for the actual trading cycle is calculated withthe following formula: pt = pt�1 + 0:1 pt�1 (obuy � osell)jobuyj+ joselljwhere p is the price, t is the time or trading cycle number, obuy is the numberof buy orders and osell is the number of sell orders. 3



PASE'97, November 9{12, 1997The third and last step of a trading cycle is the accounting of the executedorders: the assets and the cash are added or removed to or from the account ofthe agents based on the calculated price, and the new value of the cash and assetportfolio is calculated for every agent. Then the next cycle can begin with theplacement of the orders of the agents based on theirs trading rules.All placed orders are executed at every trading cycle because there exists amarket maker for every market, who has the obligation to execute the di�erence ofbuy and sell orders for its own account. The assumptions of the market environmentare simple but realistic and comparable to real exchange markets [6].3. Trading Strategies of AgentsThere are di�erent agents for every market with di�erent trading pro�les, tradingrules and home currencies such as technical traders, arbitrage traders, investorsand market makers. The agents are simple reactive agents in the present model.The input to the agents are the past prices of the assets and their output is theorder which they place every trading cycle in the order book. The agents do nothave any information about the behaviour of the other agents with the exceptionof the price behaviour of the di�erent assets. The importance of an agent increaseswith its success. The lot size of the trades increases with the accumulated pro�t ofthe agent. This should simulate the ows of trading and investment capital to thesuccessful players in the �nancial markets. The next sections describes the tradingrules of the di�erent kind of agents.3.1 Technical TradersTechnical analysts study market data in an attempt to gain insight into the futurebehaviour of the asset. They do this by looking for recurring patterns of pricemovements. In our arti�cial population, technical trading agents are univariateshort-term traders. Many technical analysts believe in a trend behaviour of themarkets and try to use moving averages or momentum analysis for detecting trends.The disadvantage of the trend theory is that the traders buy assets when they arehigh or expensive and sell when they are low or cheap. The contrarian traders dothe opposite: they buy things which are out of favour and they run against thecrowd [6].There are two types of technical trading agents. The �rst kind are the trendfollowers: they buy if the price di�erence of the last trading cycle and the previouslast trading cycle is greater than a threshold value, they sell if the price di�erenceis smaller than a threshold value and they do nothing if the price is between theupper and lower threshold value. The second type are the contrarian traders whichdo the opposite: they sell if the price di�erence of the last trading cycle and theprevious last trading cycle is greater than a threshold value and they buy if theprice di�erence is smaller than a threshold value. They do nothing if the price isbetween the upper and lower threshold value.4



Ankenbrand T.: Agent based . . .3.2 Arbitrage TradersArbitrage is the simultaneous purchase and sale of assets in order to pro�t from dis-tortions in usual price relationships. Variations include the simultaneous purchaseand sale of bonds or stocks in di�erent markets. Arbitrage is riskless because thebuy and sell orders are simultaneous; it exploits transient ine�ciencies in the �nan-cial markets. Arbitrage trading is important for a realistic interconnection of thedi�erent markets in the simulation environment. Arbitrage traders are multivariateshort-term traders.The �rst type of arbitrage traders connect the three bond markets. They buythe bond with the lower price, and sell simultaneously the bond in the other marketwith the higher price.The second type of arbitrage traders connect the three stock markets. Theyalso buy the stock in the cheaper market and sell it in the expensive one. Thevaluation of a stock must also take into account the currency exchange rate of thetwo stock markets. The reason of di�erent stock prices in di�erent markets can alsobe a mispricing of the currency exchange rate. The arbitrage traders of the stockmarkets have also to sell and buy the related currencies. The arbitrage traders ofthe bonds do not need to take into account the currency exchange rate because thebond price are the discounted cash ows of the future and these cash ows are inthe same currency for a straight bond.3.3 InvestorsIn actuality, an investor has more long-term oriented objectives than those of thepreviously described arti�cial traders. The di�erence between investors and thetraders or speculators is the portfolio approach. The investor is not concentrat-ing on some speci�c markets or assets because he believes in the e�cient markettheories according to which it is impossible to forecast markets for pro�table trad-ing. The investor diversi�es his capital in di�erent markets and tries to reducethe risk with an e�cient portfolio without loosing opportunities of pro�t o�eredby the di�erent assets. He is thus interested in long-term multivariate investmentdecision.Most investment consultants make a distinction between tree types of investors.Firstly, the risk averse investor is interested in protecting his capital. The secondtype is interested in making a pro�t with an acceptable risk level. The third typebelieves in a high pro�t and accepts the risks of the aggressive strategy [6].The risk is measured as the variance of the portfolio. The general formula forthe variance of a portfolio is as follows [6]:� = NXi=1 NXj=1wiwj�ijwhere: N is the number of assets in the portfolio, i, j are subscripts used to referto particular assets and w is the weighting of the portfolio invested in each asset.The �rst type of investors, the risk averse investors, try to minimize the varianceof his portfolio in the simulation environment. The second growth-oriented typetries to optimise the reward to risk ratio which is the coe�cient of the pro�t and5



PASE'97, November 9{12, 1997the risk. The third type seeks to optimise the pro�t. The investors adjust theirportfolios monthly based on the past pro�ts, variances and covariances of the assets.They can only buy stock and bonds and they buy only currencies for buying stockor bonds in foreign markets. The investors are not allowed to take short positionsof stocks or bonds and they can only sell assets that they own. The investors havedi�erent home currencies, which means that the pro�t is measured in di�erentcurrencies and the strategies could be di�erent depending on the home currency ofan investor. Some investors are also limited in investing in foreign markets. Theyonly invest in their home market.3.4 Market makersThe market makers have the obligation to execute the di�erence of buy and sellorders of the other agents for their own account. They always clear the market andguarantee a liquid market.4. SimulationThe primary goal of this work is to show that minimal conditions of real marketsare satis�ed with the assumptions and design of the presented arti�cial marketsto observe real life phenomena. The similarities of the arti�cial markets and realmarkets are measured by comparing the price time series of the arti�cial and real�nancial markets. Introducing a number of ad hoc parameters (obtained from pasttime series observation in real �nancial markets) one could get a more realistic andreliable model of arti�cial markets without loosing the advantages of pure arti�cialmarkets. This allows to integrate di�erent partial theories especially coming fromthe micro or agent level or the macro level of the markets and to test this hypothesisabout the structure and the development of the real markets by making predictionsabout the trend and volatility of the di�erent markets [7].The real market data are daily time series from 1. October 1991 to 30. June1995. The length of the time series allows to simulate around 900 trading cycles.The three stock markets are represented by the following stock market indices:� Nikkei 225 for the Asian region� DAX for Europe� S&P 500 for the United States of AmericaThe bond markets are represented by the following interest rate futures with asimilar duration and coupons:� Japan Government Bond for Asia (JGB)� German Government Bund Future for Europe� 10 Year US Treasury Note for USAThe currency exchange rates are:� YENUSD6



Ankenbrand T.: Agent based . . .� DEMUSDThe used time series span the most important �nancial markets of the worldand represent a large part of the daily trading activities around the �nancial world.A simulation environment should allow to make experiments which are impos-sible in reality because the parameters of the environment can not be controlled.This is a general dilemma of social sciences and also of economy. The experimentsof the simulation environment are only meaningful for the reality if the simulationenvironment and the reality have the same properties. The environment is realis-tic and useful if the behaviour of the simulated prices are similar to the observedprices of the di�erent �nancial markets. If the simulation is qualitatively faithfulwith respect to the reality, then a further step would be to use the simulation toqualitatively forecast (trends and trend reversals) the actual �nancial markets.5. ResultsAlthough predicting the levels of price change is desirable, in �nance foreseeing thesign of change is equally important. The following metric measures the success oftrend prediction: d = 1n nXi=1 aiwith ai = � 1 if (xt+1 � xt)(yt+1 � yt) > 00 otherwisewhere x is the time series, y is the predicted time series and n is the number oftest data sets.The d statistics has a simple interpretation: d = 1 implies that the estimatoris predicting 100% of the directional changes; d = 0 implies 0% prediction indirectional changes. Therefore, any estimator with d > 0:5 o�ers a better resultthan relaying on tossing a coin. The statistics should be used with care becauseit is relatively easy to obtain a higher value for d in a trending market [8]. The dstatistics for the di�erent markets are shown in table 1.The pro�t calculation also takes into consideration the magnitude of the change.Pro�tability is always calculated in the context of a trading rule and the estimateof expected returns must be turned into investment actions. For instance, considera simple strategy in which positive expected returns are executed as long positions,and negative expected returns are executed as short positions. The net return ofsuch strategy is given by: r = nXt=0 pt (xt+1 � xt)where 7



PASE'97, November 9{12, 1997asset dDEMUSD 53%YENUSD 49%Treasury Note 45%S&P 500 44%Bund 43%DAX 49%JGB 46%Nikkei 225 50%Tab. 1.asset dDEMUSD 7%YENUSD -3%Treasury Note -9%S&P 500 -11%Bund -7%DAX 6%JGB -1%Nikkei 225 -4%Tab. 2.
pt = 8<: 1 if (yt+1 � xt) > 0�1 if (yt+1 � xt) < 00 if (yt+1 � xt) = 0assuming away transaction costs and slippage [8].The returns are calculated in annualised percents for a better comparability ofthe di�erent markets and are given in table 2.The results are not very good at �rst glance. DEMUSD is the only time se-ries which is better simulated than just using coin tossing, which means that thesimulation environment have some realistic proprieties. The DEMUSD foreign ex-change market satis�es this condition of reality and gives hope of improvements inthe other markets. This hopes are justi�ed by some limitations of the approachat the time of writing such as the limited number of agents and the fact that thestock and bond markets are restricted to one trading asset in the current version.The outlook of our future work in the next section gives proposals for theimprovement of the simulation environment in order to obtain a more realisticarti�cial market.8



Ankenbrand T.: Agent based . . .6. ConclusionsThis work has presented the general simulation environment and has discussed anumber of fundamental choices that have been made about market structure andthe nature of the arti�cial agents. At the time of writing, the arti�cial marketenvironment is not realistic enough for meaningful experiments, if one takes intoaccount the hard constraint of at least qualitative adherence to real �nancial mar-kets behaviour. However, the work done to date does shows that we are at thebeginning of a new very promising way for a better understanding of the behaviourof �nancial markets. For example, it is possible to explain the behaviour of theDEMUSD exchange rate with the presented simulation environment.We have planned the following steps to further pursue our study in the nearfuture. First, the number of agents should be increaded. At the moment there areabout 25 agents in every market due to present time and computational limitations,which is not realistic. This will be raised in the near future to more representativenumbers, such as hundreds of traders. The inuence and possible scaling e�ects ofan increasing number of traders on the market behaviour will also be studied.We said in the introduction that agents should be adaptive. In the presentmodel they aren't but we plan to use a proportion of adaptive arti�cial agents inthe trading populations that will be represented by simple rule automata or arti-�cial neural networks. These agents will be able to modify their behaviour as afunction of their self-observed performance and of the generally available marketinformation. This will increase the diversity of the agents and should be closer toreality, in which many di�erent trading strategies co-exist and co-evolve. Theseimprovements should lead to a realistic simulation environment for �nancial mar-kets.References[1] Langton C. G.(Ed.): Arti�cial Life. Santa Fe Institute Studies in the Sciences of Complexity.Addison-Wesley, 1989.[2] Arthur B.: Complexity in Economics and Financial Markets. Complexity, 1, 1995.[3] L. Tesfatsion L.: How Economists Can Get Alife. To appear in B. Arthur, S. Durlauf andD. Lane (Eds), The Economy as an Evolving Complex System II, Addison-Wesley, 1997.[4] Davis, D.D., Holt, C.A.: Experimental Economics. Princeton: Princeton University Press,1993.[5] Palmer R.G., Arthur W.B., Holland J.H., Le Baron B., Tayler P.: Arti�cial economic life: asimple model of a stockmarket. Physica D, 75, 264-274, 1994.[6] Cohen, J.B., Zinbarg, E.D., Zeikel, A.: Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management.Homewood, Irwin, 1987.[7] Ferber, J.: Simulating with reactive agents. In Hillebrand, E., Stender, J.(Eds.): Many-agentsimulation and arti�cial life. Amsterdam, IOS Press, 1994.[8] Refenes A. P. (Ed.): Neural Networks in the Capital Markets. John Wiley & Sons, 1995.
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